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Abstract

This paper describes an ongoing project
investigating bidirectional human-robot
NL dialogue with the goal of providing
more natural ways for humans to interact
with robots. We present the experiment’s
resulting corpus, current findings, and fu-
ture work towards a fully automated sys-
tem.

1 Motivation

Teams comprising both robots and humans work-
ing towards the same goals can leverage all partic-
ipants’ unique strengths, such as human abilities
to see, reason, and command; and robot abilities
to follow instructions, enter dangerous areas, and
use various sensors. Coordinating the interplay of
these strengths in the pursuit of a goal requires ef-
fective, detailed, and flexible interchange of infor-
mation. Language is a main avenue through which
humans collaborate and convey information about
the world to one another, so this could be an ef-
ficient means for human-robot collaborative dia-
logue. The underlying research raises many chal-
lenges. It is not simply a problem of language un-
derstanding and generation —robots and humans
must have a shared understanding of varied envi-
ronments such that they can collaborate in rapidly
changing and unique situations.

2 Experimental Setup

Because the current state of the art cannot yet fa-
cilitate interaction through fully flexible NL dia-
logue, employing the Wizard-of-Oz (WoZ) tech-
nique is beneficial. We present a multiphase ex-
periment in a WoZ type setup, where there are two
intermediary, non-copresent wizards, the Dialogue
Manager (DM), and the Robot Navigator (RN).
DM and RN seperation represents the separated
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Figure 1: Illustrating the passage of information
through the two wizard setup.

processing modules for dialogue and navigation in
future automated systems, respectively.

This approach has proven successful in both
eliciting diverse dialogues, and task success over-
all (Marge et al., 2016). To complete a collabo-
rative task, a human participant (Commander, or
CMD) instructs a remote robot through a physical
environment using spoken NL commands. Partic-
ipant language use is unrestricted (no example ut-
terances given). The DM passes the CMD instruc-
tions to the RN in typed constrained language, af-
ter which the RN executes commands by teleop-
erating the robot. The DM communicates back
to the CMD through text replies. Data from the
robot is provided, including still photos upon re-
quest from the robot’s camera and a continuously-
updating 2D map from the robot’s LIDAR. The
RN and CMD never communicate directly, instead
speaking only to the DM via private audio streams.

3 Multiphase Approach

Our approach comprises multiple phases (‘exper-
iments’) that successively automate system com-
ponents until a fully automated system is reached,
similar to the process in DeVault et al. 2014.
In Experiment (Exp) 1, the DM freely typed re-
sponses, guided by a protocol. In Exp 2, DM
responses were generated via a GUI, constructed
from responses made by the DM in Exp 1 to fur-



ther automate the process and to create a con-
strained response set for future training data (Bo-
nial et al., 2017). Upcoming in Exp 3, we move
from the physical world to simulation (Henry
et al., 2017), which provides benefits such as re-
ducing labor requirements, enabling rapid dia-
logue collection in parallel for multiple partici-
pants, and allowing dialogue elicitation across any
conceivable situational domains, etc. Said simu-
lation is utilizes on the same platform and virtual
hardware as the physical robot. In planned subse-
quent experiments, Wizard roles will be fully au-
tomated; and in final experiments, the full system
will be tested on-board an actual robot in the phys-
ical world.

4 The Data

We collect recorded speech data from the CMD
and RN, text from the DM, still images that were
requested by the CMD, and a wealth of infor-
mation from the robot itself provided by its on-
board OS. Our primary data is a growing cor-
pus of human-robot interactions. In total across
two completed phases, we have 20 participants,
~20 hours of participant audio containing 3,573
participant utterances (continuous speech) totaling
18,336 words, and 13,550 words from the DM in
text. Corpus data is compiled into transcripts time-
aligned to DM messages. A transcript contains
two conversational floors, respectively: (1) CMD-
DM, and (2) DM-RN.

Figure 2: Sample transcript of dialogue across
multiple floors.

All transcripts are annotated to support various
analyses and to serve as training data for a future
automated system. We developed an extensive
schema for annotating meso-level dialogue struc-
ture across multiple conversational floors (Traum
et al., 2018) to track the flow of information across
the floors and track task state. Dialogues are di-
vided into groups called transaction units. A TU
approximately comprises a single action or intent
from initiation to completion. At the next level,
each utterance’s direct antecedent is labeled, and

assigned a relation type to describe its dialogic
function.

The data has been partially annotated for dia-
logue moves and accompanying parameters. The
move set, which was inspired by a previous
schema used for identifying dialogue moves in
calls for artillery fire (Roque et al., 2006), was de-
veloped iterativelty to include the full spectrum of
dialogue moves captured in the data. Marge et al.
2017 describes analyses conducted using infor-
mation from both the dialogue structure and dia-
logue move annotations, where we identify an ini-
tial preference for participants to use metric infor-
mation in commands (“move forward five feet”),
which later shifts towards the use of landmark-
based information (“move to the doorway on the
left”).

5 Ongoing & Future Work

Our project is working towards developing a fully
automated system. This involves not just language
generation and understanding techniques, but also
a complex interaction of language and its situated
context, requiring the robot to be grounded with
its conversational partners.

Spoken command translation to executable ac-
tions present a challenge. Moolchandani et al.
2018 explores what people expect in terms of lan-
guage to action realization (e.g. when a command
“go to the doorway” is issued: the robot could
maintain its current heading and simply move into
the door’s vicinity without facing it, or do so and
then face it, or move into the doorway, etc.) There
is no one best practice for interpreting these com-
mands related to human expectations of execution,
so further work is expected to investigate this fur-
ther. Initial work investigates how to reduce need
for clarification on behalf of the robot by exploring
encoding human intentions (Hayes et al., 2018).

Via newly developed simulation, we hope to ex-
plore multiple situated domains in varied environ-
ments using this technology to elicit language that
is as diverse as possible, to facilitate broad cover-
age of communications with robots.

Towards the goal of a fully automated, collab-
orative robotic system, our multi-phase approach
deploying WoZ allows us collect valuable natural
language data and center development around hu-
man expectations of communication with robotic
systems in a manner that the current SOTA does
not allow.
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